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1. Therapeutical Cut-offs, results interpretation, notions and guidelines
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Therapeutical cut-offs 

Circulating drug Anti-drug antibodies
Drug Values (µg/ml) Interpretation Values (AU/ml) Interpretationg (µg ) p ( ) p

infliximab*

<0.05 Negative ≤37 Normal
0.04-1.5 Sub-therapeutic >37 Antibodies present

≥1 5 Normal≥1.5 Normal

adalimumab*

<0.004 Negative ≤35 Normal
0.004-0.8 Sub-therapeutic >35 Antibodies present

≥0.8 Normal

rituximab Clinical study in RA ongoing

etanercept Ndetanercept Nd
*clinical trials in RA.
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Decision tree
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When should I collect samples?

Always before treatment (trough levels)
Ideally when the patient attends the day hospital for iv infusions; otherwise heIdeally, when the patient attends the day hospital for iv infusions; otherwise, he 
should visit the clinical centre before sc inyections.
Blood sample must be collected in a tube without anticoagulants
The method ha only been validated with serum Plasma will work but it has notThe method ha only been validated with serum. Plasma will work, but it has not 
been validated.
Serum sample preparation following standard protocols
<200 µl should be enough for both experiments (and even repetitions, if necessary).<200 µl should be enough for both experiments (and even repetitions, if necessary).
Store at 4ºC for 24h, or at -20ºC for longer periods.

Wh ?Why?

To avoid drug interference in the anti-drug antibodies determinationTo avoid drug interference in the anti-drug antibodies determination 
assay

PROMONITOR® measures free drug and free anti-drug antibodies, not complexes.
Drug excess after infusion could mask antibodies and no useful or precise results
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Drug excess after infusion could mask antibodies and no useful or precise results 
would be obtained.
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When should I start monitoring? Who should I monitor?

Inf sion Week Perform anal sis? Clinical tilit Possible clinical sit ation

Case example: a patient suffering from RA that initiating infliximab therapy

Infusion Week Perform analysis? Clinical utility Possible clinical situation

1 0 No. Only if a basal data is required (i.e. 
Clinical studies, etc...) None N/A

2 2 No. Only if PK profile wants to be N N/A2 2 No. Only if PK profile wants to be 
continued/followed. None N/A

3 6 YES / NO Anticipate loss of response IFX clearance speed could 
predict antibodies appearance

Loss of response or no response4 14 YES Loss of response or no response
detection Secondary or primary failure

5 22 YES Loss of response or no response
detection Secondary or primary failure

6 30 YES Loss of response detection Secondary failure

7 38 YES Loss of response detection Secondary failure

8 46 YES Loss of response detection Secondary failure8 46 YES Loss of response detection Secondary failure

9 54 YES Loss of response detection Secondary failure
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How often should I measure drug and antibodies?

If the patient does respond to the treatment
Monitoring once or twice a year could confirm the positive responseMonitoring once or twice a year could confirm the positive response

If the patient does not respond to treatment
After induction

o Probably this patient is a primary non responder
o Measure 1 or 2 consecutive times in order to confirm whether there are effective 

d l l i i l i d ib didrug levels in circulation and no antibodies
Under maintenance therapy

o Probably this patient is a secondary non responder (loss of response due to 
tib di )antibodies presence)

o One measurement will confirm or anticipate the clinical condition of loss of response
o After the corresponding therapeutic action (dosage regime or therapy change) 

monitorization should continue subsequentlymonitorization should continue subsequently.
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Why do I have to measure both drug and antibodies?

Measuring both variables is much more convenient 
So far clinical studies have correlated both variables with clinical evaluationSo far clinical studies have correlated both variables with clinical evaluation
Therefore, algorithms take into account both drug and anti-drug antibodies
There are clinical situations where measuring only one can lead to misinterpretation 
of results:of results:

i.e. Measuring only anti-drug antibodies in primary non-responders
i.e. If measuring only drug levels and found negative, this does not necessarily 
mean a positive result of anti-drug antibodies.mean a positive result of anti drug antibodies.  
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Possible situations and therapeutic actions

Drug level Antibodies DAS28 Situation and possible action

TNF is not the correct therapeutic target. Do not increase drug dose, the patient 
Normal Negative No improvement condition will not improve. Change to another non anti-TNF molecule. Measuring only 

antibodies could give rise to erroneous conclusions.

S f

If the drug dose is high and it is being lowered (from thousands of ng/ml to some 
tenths) and the anti-drug antibodies are negative, this is indicative of anti-drug 
antibodies to appear briefly Anti-drug antibodies can appear before clinical suspicionSubtherapeutic Negative Undefined antibodies to appear briefly. Anti drug antibodies can appear before clinical suspicion 
of loss of response. Anti-drug antibodies appear aprox. after 6-14 weeks of treatment 
in RA. Usually, increasing drug dose or frequency is useless. The best option is to 
change to another anti-TNF drug (adalimumab or etanercept).

S bth ti N ti N i t
If the patients has subtherapeutic drug levels and anti-drug antibodies are negative: 
i d d f M t lik l ti d tib di t ti iSubtherapeutic Negative No improvement increase drug dose or frequency. Most likely, anti-drug antibodies concentration is 
below drug concentration, but they do neutralize most of drug.

Negative Negative No improvement
When drug and anti-drug antibodies are negative, the patient could be in an 
equivalence situation. Most probably, anti-drug antibodies will appear after the next 
infusion. In this case, drug dose should be increased., g

Negative Positive Undefined

This will lead to a loss of clinical response due to immunogenicity. Secondary non 
responders. Increase dose to try to revert the negative effect of antibodies; if it does 
not work, switch to another anti-TNF drug. Monitoring should continue until clinical 
improvement is observed.

Negative High No improvement
Patients that show minor symptoms during infusion (sickness, headache, itching, etc.). 
In these cases it is possible that anti-drug antibodies concentration is high and drug 
levels negative. The patient is in risk of undergoing a severe infusional reaction to drug 
in subsequent treatments. Stop treatment.

Patient condition improve but not enough (ΔDAS28>1 2 but final DAS28 value > 3 2)
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Normal o 
subtherapeutic Negative Not enough

improvement

Patient condition improve but not enough (ΔDAS28>1.2 but final DAS28 value > 3.2). 
Usually, these patients show detectable drug levels and negative anti-drug antibodies 
concentration. The common protocol of action is to increase drug dose, however 
usefulness is not well proved


